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ABSTRACT 
CI 

A review of the prospects for experimental meson spectro- 
scopy is presented. The history of baryon spectroscopy is given 
and the lesson for meson studies is underlined. Several areas of 
new opportunity for meson experiments are described - namely, 
the new multiparticle spectrometers, their application to photo- 
production investigations, and the new generation of e+e- collid- 
ing beam facilities. Accumulating evidence for the existence of 
meson towers is presented. Finally, the possible use of high 
energy and large momentum transfer to give a new (more demo- 
cratic) look at the meson world, is discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Before taking our “perspective” on the future of meson spectroscopy, I 
feel that it is important to say something to justify the very large efforts in 
new experiments and data analysis which are the natural extension of what we 
have heard these last two days, and which is also the strong conclusion of this 0 
review. I am also partly prompted to make these pious remarks as a defen- 
sive reaction to the title the organizing committee’were originally bandying 
about - Ys there any point doing experiments below 50 GeV?” 

I think the answer to that question is I’yesrr, and that, at least for the 
moment, the study of meson spectroscopy is both important and fundamental. 
The goal of our high energy physics endeavours is to find the basic building 
blocks of matter, to explain the forces between them and the dynamics of their 
interactions. In our attempt to achieve these ends we make models which sup- 
posedly describe nature. In turn, these models have something to say about 
how the basic constituents of matter “dressl’ themselves for the observable 
world and of their properties. One of the important ways we have of learning 
more, is by confronting the predictions of these theories with data on the spec- 
trum of particles which exist in nature, and on their specific properties. 
Therefore, the study of meson spectroscopy is not merely a botanical collect- 
ing of numbers, not just “stamp collecting”, but it is, in fact, one of the main 
testing grounds of our understanding of fundamental processes. 

One of the other conclusions of this meeting must be that there is a great 
deal still to do in the field of meson spectroscopy and that there are very many 
unanswered questions close to the heart of our understanding of the classifica- 
tion of resonant states. 

In the following sections we will review the history of baryon spectroscopy 
and the lessons that it holds for meson spectroscopy, (Section II); look at the 
classification of the known meson states and what needs to be done to clarify 
the situation, and consider the new experimental opportunities becoming avail- 
able - (the multiparticle spectrometers (MPS, OMEGA, LASS); the new pos- 
sibilities for photoproduction studies; and the new generation of e+e- storage 
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ring facilities) - Section III; gather the evidence for the existence of towers 
of meson states, (Section IV); briefly exort new efforts in search of exotic 
states (Section V); and finally present the possibility that high energy and 
large PT collisions may be a useful tool to look at the meson world, (Section 
VI). 

3ARYON HISTORY AND ITS LESSON FOR MESON SPECTROSCOPY 

-rrN-TN 
curately measured every (5- 

(Mev) 
lO)MeV, and the r*p elastic 

1700 
and charge exchange cross 

1900 2100 2300 sections measured every (lo- 
20)MeV up to 2500 MeV. Sys- 
tematic polarisation meas- 
urements for 7r% elastic 
scattering complete the story. 
Detailed analysis of this 
data - the elastic phase shift 
analysis 
Lovelace !? 

rograms of 
and Bareyre2 - 

have provided most of the in- 
formation on N* resonances 
to date. It is interesting to 
note the scale of these anal- 
ses - the recent study of TN 
scattering by Lovelace used 
some 25,000 data points. The 
situation for R’s and Z’s is 
also in fair shape thanks to a 
comparably systematic study 
of thei-channel K-p reac- 
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FIG. l--Summary of data used in elastic 
phase shift analysis. 

Baryon spectroscopy is in rather good shape and has, in recent years 
been the major testing ground for our theoretical ideas on the classificatioh 
of resonant states. The good progress in this lield is in large proportion due 
to the intense and systematic programs of many groups over the last lo-15 
years. An indicator of the quality of the data is given in Fig. 1. The total 

cross sections have been ac- 

I To see the sensitivity of the partial wave analysis technique, let us 
examine the total cross sections for n-p as shown in Fig. 2. One sees -~ 
clear indications-of the bump structure which was initially identified as the 
1st) 2nd, 3rd nN resonances. However, below the cross sections, shown as 
arrows, are the various nN resonances found in the phase shift analysis de- 
scribed above. The number of resonant states far exceeds the visible struc- 
ture in the cross section. 
sitivity 

These analyses are approaching their limit of sen- 
- resonances with couplings to the TN channel xnN 2 0.1 are being 

found, but states with weaker coupling will have to be investigated in produc- 
tion experiments where they may be formed in a more favorable channel (e.g. 
via p-exchange). 
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FIG. 2--n-p total cyoss section structure and the resonances 
found in partial wave analyses., 

We know a great deal about the resonances (mass, width, x, 
P 

, 
spin) from these partial wave analyses, 

J, P, I- 
but we can never learn o the sign of 

the coupling constant (since that always appears squared in elastic processes), 

FIG. 3--Formation and decay of a reso- 
nance in elastic channel. 

nor do we have any information on how the N* states couple to other channels. 
As Gilman has pointed out, it is just these parameters - the coupling signs 
and the branching ratio into the various decay modes - which we need to know 
for the classification of these states into the various supermultiplets. 

To investigate these parameters one must study inelastic scattering. 
Some attempts at study of inelastic TN scattering have been undertaken in 
which the Dalitz Plot moments have been analysed, or cuts on the data have 
been made to isolate a quasi-two body reaction, (e.g. nN - AT). 5 These 
studies were interesting and gave useful information on the dominant resonance 
structure, but were unable to make fullest use of the information inherent in 
the data. (Such treatment looses information on the interference between 
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states of different J, or different P, or different magnetic substate J 
interferences are very sensitive probes of the resonant structure wit if 

- such 
in 

‘multibody reactions). 
Recently a SLAC-LBL collaboration69 7 has studied inelastic TN scatter- 

ing in the reaction nN 
model. 

- 7r7rN at energies up to 2000 MeV using the isobar 
8 There, the presence of overlapping resonances in the final state is 

take2 into account, and an attempt is made to make use of the information 
contained in the interferences between the specific amplitudes. The transition 
amplitude for reaching a given final state is written as the coherent sum of 
the two body processes 

c 
J&j 

FIG. 4--Schematic description of the isobar model. 

The amplitude is written 

W19W2 - energies, CL!, p, y - Euler angles 

C1 - C. G. coefficient products 

. 

X - ang. mom. decomposition factor 
0 

B - final state factor - (B.W. or Watson Theorem) 

A - the partial wave amplitudes. 

The data on all single pion production processes were then fit at each 
center of mass energy, to determine the partial wave amplitudes, AIJLsB. 
For TN - 7~7rN, we have three possible two-body final states: An, pN, EN. 

Figure 5 shows the cross section for one of the single pion production re- 
actions, n-p - r+n-n, from (1300-2000) MeV. Below, an indication is given 
of the resonances found in each angular momentum wave from the partial wave 
analysis (PWA). Clearly, the PWA has been able to dig out much more struc- 
ture than we could see in the cross section. 

This analysis of the inelastic scattering allows an almost complete de- 
scription of TN scattering up through 2000 MeV. In Table I the N* resonances 
found in this energy region are listed, together with their various decay modes 
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FIG. 5--The cross section for the reac- 
tion n-p - 7r+7~- in below 2000 MeV, and 
the resonant structure found from a par- 
tial wave analysis. 

The inelastic partial wave 
analysis of the nN- WN reac- 
tion also provides an Argand di- 
agram for each wave. The re- 
sults for one wave, the Pll 
wave, ’ are reproduced in Fig.6. 
The Argand diagrams for the re- 
actions TN- TN, rA,pN and EN 
are each displayed on the left, 
while on the right-hand side the 
energy dependence of the total 
inelastic cross section, and the 
square of the scattering ampli- 
tude for each of the inelastic re- 
actions is plotted. Two reso- 
nances are found in this wave at 
1415 MeV and 1730 MeV,6 and 
from inspection of the energy 
dependence of the scattering 
amplitude one can see that the 
lower mass state couples to An 
and E N, while the 1730 MeV 
state couples to An, pN and EN. 
On the Argand plots on the left, 
one can see the circular anti- 
clockwise motion of the ampli- 
tude, characteristic of resonant 

structure. The coupling strength to each decay mode is given by the amplitude 
of the circular motion, while the sign of the coupling is given by whether the 
amplitude points u 
resonant energy. 1 B 

(positive) or down (negative) on the Argand plot, at the 

Gilman: and others, I1 have emphasized that coupling signs and branching 
ratios are very important for the classification of resonant states. Since the 
nucleon and the delta, (and the rho-meson and the pion) belong to the same 
SU(6) super -multiple t , the reactions 

The final column shows the sum 
of all the measured branching 
ratios; it is interesting to ob- 
serve that almost all the reso- 
nance coupling has been accoun- 
ted for in this analysis. 7 

TN - aN , TN - TA 

and TN -TN, TN - PN 

are related by SU(6) Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. This allows the interme- 
/ diate isobar state to be well characterized by its decay properties; this 
/ method was very successfully applied to the classification of several new 
i states found in the TN isobar analysis. 7, 12 
I In summary, the lesson from baryon spectroscopy is that high statistics, 

systematic experiments together with sophisticated partial wave analysis 
I . . . _--. --.--.- 
I / D 

i .__ 
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Table I NY’ Couplings for LBL-SLAC Isobar Analysis. 

Resonance Mass 

I sll I 
1675 

I s31 I 
1625 

I p13 I 
1695 

I D13 I 
1525 

D33 1725 

I F15 I 1680 

studies (and not just bump hunting) are necessary for a complete probe of the 
full resonant structure. These studies must include both the elastic and the 
inelastic scattering channels; the former is probably the most sensitive probe 
of resonant structure (providing the coupling is large enough), but the latter is 
required for information on coupling signs and branching ratios, which are 
important in the classification of the states. 

. .._ 
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FIG. 6--The Argand plots and the energy dependence of the inelastic 
cross section and the scattering amplitudes for the 7rA, pN and E N 
sub-states, all for the Pll wave. These results are taken from the 
analysis of Ref. (6). 
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MESON SPECTROSCOPY 

A. General. 
The mesons are in a much sadder situation - or as Fox described it so 

poetically - “The Great Meson Scandaltt. The reasons for the discrepancy 
between the mesons and baryons are clear and well known - mesons may only 
be oBserved in production reactions, and therefore must couple strongly to a 
healthy exchange trajectory; form factors complicate production as a function 
of momentum transfer; the meson cloud round the proton (or the t-channel 
couplings) provide a very “low luminosity” target for meson experiments; - 

I and we could go on. 
An example of the complication in the meson world is found in consider- 

ing the equivalent of the total cross section data discussed above. Figure ‘7 
shows the missing mass spectrum in r-p collision at 11 GeV/c. where the \ 

2 
mm 

-IT \ 

P 
P 

recoil proton was detected. 12 
This may be considered as a 
“total cross sectiont’ in a meson- 
meson collision. However, it is 
really the sum of many total 
cross sections, with each term 
having its own s- and t-dependence: 

0 I 2 3 4 5 

m2 (GeV2) 2,X,.. 

FIG. ‘I--The missing mass spectrum in 
the reaction r-p - p(MM), which may 
be interpreted as a %tal cross section11 
in a meson-meson scattering problem. 

flu II = 
0 a (s, t) l (I (7r B?) 

+ b(s, t)’ a(r?r) 

+ c (s ) t) ‘0 q7r p) 

+ em m-. -- 

Fortunately, the lesson from 
baryon spectroscopy is that a de- 
tailed study of this structure is 
not very useful, and that we must 
settle down to the long, systema- 
tic programs of study of exclusive 
two-body and multibody scatter- 
ing. 

One area in which meson studies have some advantage over the corre- 
sponding baryon experiments is that the selection rules governing particle de- 
cays are much more stringent. For example, the TN channel couples to all 
I, Jp isobar states, ;while statistics Jp, C, G, I - all combine to limit the 
various meson couplings. Table II 14 displays the effect of the selection rules 
for a few meson channels, to illustrate the point, for each of the JP states in 
the L = 1 and L = 2 quark model supermultiplets. We notice that some decay 
modes, (?rp, 7r w), are quite selective while others , like K*K or K*jif* , couple 
to most spin-parity states. These properties may be very useful in different 
circumstances; for example, we might use one of the very selective channels 
to attempt to identify a very rare state, or use a decay mode like i?K* when 
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measuring relative coupling signs through 
resonances. 

interferences of many overlapping 

Table II Selection Rules for Meson Decays 

D^E&S . 
0* I++ 1 

+- -- 
1 2* -- 2 

-+ -- 
2 3 

I=0 I=1 I=0 I=1 I=0 I=1 I=0 I=1 I=0 I=1 I=() I=1 I=0 I=1 I=0 I=1 

The emphasis for meson spectroscopy is then to concentrate on amplitude 
structure in elastic and inelastic exclusive processes. Some substantial pro- 
gress has been made already: 

- the ~T-T scattering studies, especially the beautiful experiment and 
analysis of the CERN Munich Group, described by Manner15 at this 
conference; 

- the K-n scattering analyses from LBL,16 CERN17 and now in progress 
at SLAC. 13 

These analyses have brought out the dominant elastic meson-meson struc- 
ture very clearly, and the continuing work on the r-7 data15 is now beginning 
to see exciting signs of underlying structure below the p, f and g mesons. 

- the inelastic scattering analysis package of Ascoli,lg which has been 
successfully used in several studies of 7~ - 3~ and K - Knn; 

- the development of the LBL-SLAC s-channel isobar model program to 
deal with production reactions, reported by Lasinski20 at this meeting, 
and being applied to T - 37r studies at LBL, 21 and to K - K?m at 
SLAC .22 

It is good to have these two independent partial wave analysis programs 
based on different assumptions and using quite different fitting methods. 
Ascoli’s package fits the density matrix elements, pi*, while the program de- 
scribed by Lasinski attempts to fit the scattering amp etudes. i- 

- new insights on these analyses of inelastic scattering in production 
reactions should come from the analysis of a Cal-Tech- LBL-SLACB3 
experiment studying; 

3-z 
np-n f’ (p*7r-) at 14 GeV/c 

using a hybrid spark chamber - bubble chamber set-up. A comparison 
of the Nrr amplitudesofrom this experiment with those obtained in the 

-.. 
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s-channel SLAC-LBL experiment 6 9 7 described above, should bring to 
light any unusual, unexpected t-channel effects for these production 
amplitude analyses. (See Fig. 8. ) 

- :$& -& 

FIG. 8--The comparison of the ampli- 

~~~f~c&,“~e?~~~ ?y?)tid 
from t-channel studies (see Ref. 23). 

AS (Nn?r) At (MT) 

B. Classification. 
The talk by Gilman discussed the quark model and some aspects of 

classification. Let me quickly recap the rules of the model: 
- quarks belong to the 3 group of SU(3), and are the elementary units of 

all SU(3) representat&s~ 
- mesons are made up of qq pairs, which implies that they will be found 

in the 2, and 1_ SU(3) representations and only in those groups; 
- the quarks have spin l/2, which implies that mesons will have integral 

spin;- 
- the qq system undergoes orbital excitation, such that the parity of a 

system, P = (-l)L+l and the total angular momentum, J = L + S - 2 

Thus, within the quark model, we ex- 
pect supermultiplets with L=O, 1,2, - 
where L is the orbital angular momen- 
tum in the qc system. The resulting 
multiplet structure is summarized in 
Fig; 9, where we have also tried to 
assign known meson states to the vari- 
ous Jpc multiplets. The table also 
gives an indication of whether the I=0 
members of the various multiplets 
might be expected to be unmixed (like 
the q ,q I), magically mixed (like the o, 
4) or complicated ( E , S* situation). The 
magically mixed are marked (0 ) on the 
right hand side. Remember, magic - 
ally mixed means that the fl$-like 
meson” has only strange quarks and 
the I1 w-like meson” has no strange 
quarks , i. e. 

- 

* 
L=O o-+, 1-- 

L=l oft, 1++, 1+-, 2++ 

L=2 1--, 2--, 2-+, 3-- 

L=l 

6 E s K 

A1 D 
? QA 

B hW hm QB 

A2 f f’ K*’ 

I I I I 1 

-L _. ~~ _~... 

/ FIG. g--The L=O, 1,2 supermultiplets 2 
-+ ! of the quark model. -- _~ -_-- ~-. __-- 3 

0 
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A few comments are in order: 
I - there are candidates for each of the Jpc multiplets, for each of the 

quark model supermultiplets; the L = 0 supermultiplet is complete, 
the L = 1 is almost complete (although there are some reservations 
about the diffractively produced states in the I* and l+’ nonets), 
while the L = 2 system has only the bare bones showing at present. 

f the I = 0 states are a real “disaster area”, and need a lot of work. 
For the magically mixed states (see Fig. 9: l--, l+-, 2++, 2-‘, 37, 
the “4” meson may be expected to couple more strongly to K--induced 
reactions than to r-induced reactions, in analogy to the observed #I I production. 24 (See Fig. 1.0. ) In this case the K’ cross section is -50 
times greater than the 7r cross section. 
decay to KK (except for I*, l”, 2”, 

These “@-like” states will 
2-+ which are forbidden), EK* 

and K*K*. The non-strange quark, I = 0 states should couple to chan- 
nels like 7r”po, ~6, ~TW, nA2. 

- the A1 and Q states are 
another problem area, as 
we heard in the talks by 
Ascoli $- Lasinski2 o and 
Jones. We expect mesons 
with the quantum numbers 
and the masses of these dif- 
fraction produced enhance- 
ments to complete the quark 
model classification scheme 
discussed above. However, 
no resonant-like behavior of 
the l+ phase is observed for 
either the (37r)l9 or (Kz~~~ 
systems in the various am- 
plitude studies which have 
been reported. The usual 
plea is to study these states 
in nonaiffractive processes; 

/ 
; l;+p -&r-n A O-H- 

I 
/ s-p - K”a+7r-n. 
I 

; K+P - K’n+?r-A++ 

I K-p - n+i-n”n 

100 
(0) 

100 

50 7-p -4n 50 

i, x PREVIOUS ,1\ 
IL . 

5OF- + 

b 2 
t 

‘t 

2 5 IO 20 2 5 IO 
plob (GeV/cl 

*53su 

FIG. lo--The cross sections for Cp- 
meson production by r-p and K-p 
collisions. 

However, thethigh multiplicity of these final states and the small cross 
sections make them non-trivial experiments. I will comment below on 
two other reactions which may be favorable for the study of A or Q 
production , 

YP - Alp 
e+e-- nA1 

-+-Q 
Q 
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All of these experiments become more accessible with the new tools we will 
discuss below. 

The typical reactions to be studied in searching for the missing states of 
in Fig. 9 are listed in Table IIt. Many of the reactions involve 4,5, or 6 
charged particles which would be an impossible situation for the present gen- 

Table III Typical inelastic hadron reac- 
tions to be studied with new multiparticle 
spectrometers O 

Decay 
hlode 

7rll 

KR 

00 
rP 

Readtion 

H-p - t*-n 

- K+K-II 

f-0 lr-p - 7rr3rn 

S 
I 
M 
I 
L 
A 
R 

7rw lr:p - ll-**7T-lr”p 
D 
E 
S 

r@ 

PP 

lr-p - or-K+K-p 

xp - 
+-+- 

7rr7r7rn 

r+P 
-I+ 

- ~-h&r- A 

F 
0 
R 

K* 

Ki7 

lnr N lI+p - &r-~~+rr-~ A 
0-l-k 

W 

TB I 
Kp 

Kw 

r++p 
++ 

- li%r++lrA 
K?T N 

7iA 
2 

S-P 
+-+- KA2 

--,7rirr71n K*7T 

K*w 

KR* 7T+p -. K+K’jr- A++ &I 

- K”K-tA++ 

K*g* r-P - K+r-K-?r+n 

- K”rkoa-n 

eration of forward magnet spec- 
trometers , 2 7 which have been so 
successful for the two and three 
body final state analysis. The 
new multiparticle spectrometers 
to be discussed below should be 
capable of handling these in- 
elastic reactions. There is a 
whole body of other reactions 
involving two or more neutrals 
(e.g. fin, ~77 etc. ) which will 
require additional photon and 
neutron detectors - but the pre- 
sent instrumentation for the new 
spectrometers is sufficient to 
open up a wide vista of important 
and interesting new channels for 
PWA. 

As the study of meson states 
progresses to higher masses, 
several difficulties befall the 
conventional experimental tools : 

- the cross section for pro- 
duction of the states be- 
comes smaller and smal- 
ler; 

- the total width becomes 
larger, and the elastic 
width becomes smaller; 
(this makes it more essen- 
tial to use partial wave 
analysis techniques to 
search out the resonant 
structure , and eventually 
forces the study of inelas- 
tic channels to obtain in- 
formation on these high 
mass states - see Fig. 11; 

- the spin of the leading par- 
ticle states becomes higher, 
resulting in more and more 

of the production cross section peaking in the very forward (backward) direc- 
tion - just the region in which the acceptance of the conventional forward 
spectrometers is poorest;28 

I 
_- - 
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- the multiplicity of the decay becomes larger, causing problems for 
the efficient detection of all the final state particles, and also for the 
design of a good, selective trigger. 

P f 4 ? 

0.0) (0.8, (0.25) (0.10) ,,,,.1 

FIG. 11--Argand plots for the elastic scattering amplitude for 
four resonances with ~1 = 1. 0, 0.8,O. 25 and 0.10. 

Finally, a comment on the statistics required for experiments attempting 
an amplitude (or partial wave) analysis of inelastic reactions. From the LBL- 
SLAC s-channel6 N* studies we know that - 10,000 events per mass bin are 
required to find a unique solution for a problem with 60 partial waves. As the 
statistics are reduced ambiguous solutions appear and typically for an experi- 
ment with N 2000 events per bin, two or three different solutions were found. 
We use this lower estimate of the number of events required to set a scale for 
the new experiments, and hope that continuity constraints will allow selection 
of the unique fit from the several ambiguous alternatives. 

Suppose now we want to study the process 7~ - 3~ over a .2000 MeV region 
of (37r) mass, in 20 MeV bins and with 2-3 bins in momentum transfer (to see 
the production mechanism); this study will require an experiment of -1000 
events/pb for a diffractive process, or -7 - 10,000 events/pb for a non- 
diffractive reaction. A similar experiment is shown in Fig. 12, where the 

20 - I I 1 I 
I I I I 

5k3 Events In Plot 

>, 
237 Events Out of Plot I’ 

2 

E? 
3; IO Lr’ d 1 
$ “̂ r J- 

? W 

/ 

0 I I I I I 

0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 

rn(Krr) (GeV/c2) 230**1 
--y L--L- 

I FIG. 12--The effective mass spectrum of (Knx) from the reaction 
K+p - (Kan)A* a.t 10 GeV/c. 0 

I ~- ..+L.L------ -.--~- ____ ___ .~ __. 
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I 

mass spectrum for charge 
.HBC experiment. 2g 

exchange K - Km is shown from a 10 GeV/c K+p 
This experiment has a sensitivity of -2 0 events/p b; so 

‘to obtain our 2000 events/2 0 MeV mass bin and with 2-3 t bins, we require a 
K+p experiment of ~10,000 events/‘pb sensitivity to successfully perform an 
amplitude study of the non-diffractive (K - K7r7r) scattering. 

To summarize, 
quire?: 

new progress in understanding mesop spectroscopy re- 

- systematic, high statistics experiments; 
- partial wave analysis in 2-body and multi-body scattering to identify 

the full resonance structure and determine the properties (e. g. mass, 
width, spin, parity, isospti, coupling signs and branch&g ratios); 

- typical decay modes to be studied - ~6, np, W, 7rA2, KK*, (i. e. 
multiparticle final states); 

- sensitivity required - 1000 events/‘pb for diffractive processes 
10,000 events/pb for nondiffractive processes; 

- need detectors with good geometrical acceptance, capable of handling 
high multiplicity final states and with high data rate capacity to accom- 
plish lo4 events/pb experiments in a reasonable amount of calendar 
and accelerator time. 

C. The New Tools. 
In this section I want to briefly describe several new areas of opportunity 

in experimental meson spectroscopy and the physics they should impact - 
(a) new detectors, (b) photon beams, (c) e+e- storage rings. 

(a) New detectors. There is a new generation of multiparticle spectro- 
meters becoming available - the MPS system at BNL, OMEGA at CERN and 
LASS at SLAC. The MPS and OMEGA set-ups have been described in detail 
before,30 so I will only briefly remind you of them. The general layout of 
these spectrometers is shown in Fig. 13. Both are large aperture magnets 
with -1.5 meters gap and large field volume for the detection’and measure- 
ment of the secondary tracks. In both cases, the sides of the magnet (the iron 
flux return path) may be moved and restacked in a flexible geometry to allow 
specific particle orbits to exit the system, or to insert special purpose instru- 
mentation. The liquid hydrogen target in both systems is positioned within the 
field volume and is surrounded by spark chambers. The BNL spark chamber 
system is completely digitized, while the Omega has T. V. camera readout of 0 
optical spark chambers. Both are high data rate devices, capable of logging 
(30-50) events/set. and of being triggered on highly selective event samples. 
The types of triggers available at present are slow proton and neutron recoils, 
fast forward p, For K? and forward produced V”. Multiwire proportional 
chambers are being built to provide even more flexible triggers. Particle 
identification is provided by large Cerenkov counters positioned downstream. 
Both spectrometers are capable of doing 103-lo4 event/pb experiment in a 
typical lo-day accelerator period. 

A new multiparticle spectrometer is currently being assembled at SLAC- 
LASS - it is shown sahematically in Fig. 14. Since it is new and the basic 
philosophy is somewhat different from the above spectrometers, I will describe - 
it more fully. It is a two magnet system with a conventional forward magnet 
spectrometer and a target vertex detector. The forward system is the classic 
field-free “spark chamber - large aperture magnet - spark chamber” geome- 
try, which has proved so powerful (in terms of data rate and resolution) and so 
economical (in terms of computer time) in the 7r~ - XT and Kn - Kn experi- 
ments at CERN, ANL and SLAC. The magnet has a 2 meter X 1 meter gap 

e 
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with 30 kG m analyzing field integral. The design of the vertex detector was 
chosen to be. as non-interfering with the forward system, (i. e. as orthogonal 
in measurement space), as possible. The magnet is a superconducting sole- 
noid, 2 meters in diameter and 3-l/2 meters long with the 25 kG magnetic 
field parallel to the beam. This configuration does not interfere with the 
small angle fast tracks, (the peripheral particles), which are measured down- 
stream (since the momentum vector is essentially parallel to the magnetic 
field) but measures well the large angle tracks and the slow tracks missed by 
the forward system. 

The particle identification is provided by two threshold Cerenkov 
counters - an atmospheric press-ure counter, with 37 separate cells, mounted 
at the end of the solenoid, and a 3 atmosphere pressure counter with 8 cells 
positioned at the end of the downstream system. The detectors are a varied 
mixture of techniques - downstream they are magneto-strictive spark cham- 
bers, while in the solenoid and between the two magnets, they are capacitive ’ 
read-out spark chambers and proportional wire chambers, This system, 
which is directly on-line to an IBM 370/X8 computer, is designed for high 
data rates, and is able to handle up to 100 .events/sec. 

The LASS system may be triggered on the forward multiplicity, recoil ‘ 
proton or forward produced Vo. In addition, two novel triggers are being pre- 
pared which deserve further description: (1) the solenoid-axial field causes 
the secondary particles to sweep out a helical trajectory, whose diameter is 
related to P 
sured using 

and whose pitch is related to PI. 
I& 

PT and PL are directly mea- 
e induced signal from three proportional wire chamber wheels, 

where the high voltage planes have been etched to give polar coordinate, (R, 8 ), 

- 

, :: .,, c,-- 

FIG. 14--A schematic bf the SLAG LASS system. 
I 
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information (i. e. the pitch and radius of the trajectory is available digitally). 
Thus, trigger arrangements may be devised to select specific regions of P 
or PL or both; (2) the data acquisition system has an inbuilt pause of (S-l& 
msec. before committing an event to tape, during which time the full arith- 
metic power of the IBM 370/168 may be brought to bear on making decisions 
ID accept or reject the event, or to set a flag for the control of subsequent 

.analyzis. One feature of this setup which should provide a powerful trigger is 
that effective masses of recoil particles may be calculated in real time, using 
the digital information from the proportional chambers surrounding the target 
and immediately downstream. For example, the effective mass of a recoil I A( - pn’) or A*( - pr+) can be.calculated within the 10 msec pause, with 
an accuracy of -100 MeV. 

-The performance and general characteristics of these new devices is 
summarised in Table IV. 

Table IV Summary of MPS, OMEGA and LASS characteristics 

MPS OMEGA LASS 
(operate in summer 1974) (currently operating) (operate in fall 1974) 

Target in Field Volume and Surrounded by Spark Chambers 

45 kG meters of analysis 54 kG meters of analysis 30 kG meters 

+ 87 kG meters of longitudinal field 0 

35 ev&ts/sec 50 events/set (40 100) events/set ,- 

1 5 9 GeV/c separated 5 15 GeV/c unseparated 5 16 GeV/c separated 

I Forward Pxticle Identification by Downstream Cerenkov Counters 

Triggers : 

l Recoil Proton 0 Recoil Proton 0 Recoil Proton 

. Forward V” 0 Recoil Neutron l Recoil A* 

0 Forward Multiplicity 0 Fast V” @ Forward Multiplicity 

0 2v” @ Forward K, p 0 Forward V” 

l Recoil Neutron .P T’ pL 

These new devices represent new opportunities for meson spectroscopy with 
- almost 4n acceptance spectrometers, 
- good multiparticle detection efficiency, 
- high data rate capability (making 103-lo4 event/pb experiments 

possible), 
- good measurement resolution, 
- particle identification, 
- a variety of trigger options 

l recoilp, n, A, A* 
l forward K*, p* 
l forward multiplicity 
’ pT’ ‘L 
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(b) Photon Interactions Photon beams should be an important moo1 in 
meson spectroscopy, since the photon is the only stable meson with spin 1. 
The techniques for makin 

!I 
polarized, and even monochromatic photon beams 

are now well established. 1 One may even study photoproduction with longi- 
tudinally polarized photons, using the virtual exchange in inelastic lepton 
scattering. We may also probe subnuclear structure using the Primakoff ef- 
fect, which should be a very characteristic signal and quite accessible at high 
energies; these possibilities were reviewed by Rosen32 at this meeting. The 
photon couplings can also be investigated in the study of e+e- collisions, which 
are dominated by the one photon exchange intermediate state; I will talk more 
of this in a moment. 

Historically, the photoproduction experi-ments33 have taught us a great 
deal of reaction dynamics, from the beautiful studies of p, w, Q, production. 
However, these experiments, large as they were, have not been sensitive 
enough to probe new meson structure; typical sensitivity has been N 500 
events/pb while non-diffractive meson production is expected to have a cross 
section - 0.1 pb at energies -10 GeV. Typical reactions to be studied are 
listed in Table V; from the quark model calculations of Gilman and Karliner:4 
the cross sections for all these processes are predicted to be approximately 
equal. 

Table V Some interesting 
photoproduc tion reactions 

yp- A;A” - l;tl;F?r-plr- 

(yn - A;p - X-T+=-p) 
e 

“/p - AfA” - iA+lC-p*- 

yp - B+A” - 
++-0 

R R 1T K pn- 

-yp - hop --f t IT- Rp 

‘yp y 6+A” - 
++-0 

n II lr x px- 

yp-.fp - 

yp - f’p * K+K-p 

yp - D”p - +-+-0 
*lTniT?rp 

rypical Cross Section at 10 ;GeV/c - 0. lflut 

The OMEGA and LASS spectra - 
meters will both embark on experi- 
mental programs in photon beams dur- 
ing the next few years,. At CERN, the 
OMEGA facility will use a tagged @- 
arized photon beam from the SPS. 
The beam will allow study of photo- 
production reactions in the range (lo- 
60) GeV, with useful polarization in- 
formation in the (30-50) GeV ran e, 
and with sensitivities of a few 1 3 
events/pb. The beam parameters are 
summarized in Fig. 15. 

LASS has a unique property for 
photon and electron beam experiments. 
In the past the main problem for these 
experiments has been that the electro- 
magnetic background is many orders 
of magnitude larger than the hadronic 
cross sections. This background is 
characterized by having q2 =O, which 
means in the solenoid there is no net 
bending, and therefore, all the back- 
ground is maintained in a tight bundle 
on the beam axis. As this background ’ 
emerges from the solenoid.we will s 
perhaps have to “drain” the down- 
stream system using a superconduct- 
ing tube to exclude the magnetic field 

from the beam re ‘on similar to the one described at the last meson confer- 
ence by Martin. 3p In these conditions we expect to be able to study 
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photoproduction processes in the (5-20) GeV range, with useful polarization 
around1 15 GeV, with a sensitivity of N lo4 events/pb/day. 

Another interesting study of meson production with photons concerns the 
helicity structure in the p7r, W’IT decays. For example, we know the decay 
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FIG. 15--The intensity and polarization parameters 

from the I&fused-photon beam for the 
OMEGA experiments at the CERN SPS. 
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Al - pi has dominantly longitudinal p’s, and B - wr produces dominantly 
transverse w%. Thus, B mesons should be strongly observed with real 
photons while A1 production should be enhanced using longitudinal photons 
from inelastic electron scattering. (See Fig. 16. ) 

We expect many higher mass mes- 
ons to couple to the vector mesons, and 
this trick of using real or virtual pho- 
tons may be important in their produc- 
tion and will certainly be interesting 
for studying the helicity structure of 
their decays. 

(c)Electron-Positron Storage Rings 
In the last few years we have seen a new 
area of physics opened up with the ef- -N 
fective operation of electron-positron 
colliding beam facilities. These new FIG. 16--Diagram for inelastic 
tools allow the study of meson spectro- 
scopy through three different pro- 

electroproduction of A1 meson. 

cesses - (i) the s-channel formation of meson states in e+e- collisions, 
(ii) the production of meson states in e+e- multiparticle collisions ,and (iii) the 
utilization of the two photon process to form mesonic states in s-channel y-y 
collisions. The characteristics of operating (and proposed) storage ring 
machines are shown in Fig. 17, where the total energy in the center of mass 
of the e+e- collision is plotted against the luminosity of the accelerator. 0 

50 r 

ADONE 0 

PEP @ 

SPEAR II e 
(‘74) 

DORIS 8 
(‘74) 

SPEAR e 

DC1 
(‘75) e 

VEPP2’ e 
AC0 o ’ 

I I I I I I I 

1027 lO2g 103’ lO33 

Li? (cm-* set? I 1115.1 

FIG. 17--The present and proposed e+e- 
colliding beam facilities. 

Let us consider each of the 
three e+e- processes in turn. 

(i) The old generation of 
storage ring machines (viz. 
ACO, ADONE, and VEPP) have 
performed extremely elegant ex- 
periments on the study of s- 
channel formation of the leading 
vector mesons - p, w, and + - 
through the one photon annihila- 
tion process - 

FIG. H--Formation of meson 
resonance in efe’ s-channel , 
process. 

As the total center of mass 
energy is varied by changing the 
energy of the stored e+e- beams, 
the experiments scan a range of 
meson mass and look for an 
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enhancement in the cross section of a given final state. Such an enhancement 
is interpreted as evidence for the formation of a resonant state, with the same 
quantum numbers as the photon, (viz. Jpc = 1”). Evidence of other vector 
mesons, one at 1600 MeV (the p’ (1600)), and possible signs of another struc- 
ture at 1250 MeV, have been reported by groups at ADONE, but all three of 
these older machines are very limited by their luminosities (i, e. the flux of 
colliding electrons). The new generation of accelerators - VEPP 2 (, and 
DC1 facility in Paris - should allow s or a detailed scan for new l- states 
to masses of 3000_NIeV, with 102-10 

up 
times the sensitivity. In addition to 

studying 7r7r and KK channels it should be interesting to look for new vector 
I mesons coupling to inelastic channels like XP, rw, nA , I&*, 7rB, etc. 

(ii) The production of meson resonances ought to ?I 
hunting ground for the new e’e- facilities 

e a very profitable 
- SPEAR I, II and DORIS. (See Fig. 

17). We know many states which couple strongly to vector mesons, (see 
Table VI), and would expect to see such states produced in e’e- collisions 
through the following diagram: 

W 

FIG. 19--Production of a meson reso- 
nance in e+e- multiparticle process. 

Such a reaction*would be an inter- 
esting place to study the Al, Q ques- 
tion, as they should be seen in 

e+e- - lf P It - nA 1 
-iiQ . 

Table VI Examples of Mesons decay- 
ing to Vector Meson 

“N- P= 
c 

9 -p= 

Al--+ P” 
B -UT 

AZ-+ P= 

g . - w7r 

Also Q - Kp 

K1420 - Kp 

and the supposed J=3,4K* also 
couple to Kp. 

Since we know that the decay chain w - pn provides a good description of 
o - 3n decay characteristics, we may take the e+e- - ffptt -c w7r cross sec- 
tion as setting a scale for the other 
cross section ( o(w7r) - 2. 1O”32 8 

recesses listed in Table VL Taking this 
cm at threshold), and going (500-1000) MeV 

above threshold to kinematically separate the recoiling particles and assum- 
ing an Ee6 fall-off of the exclusive cross section still leaves a yield of many 
thousands of events per day at DORIS. Both DORIS and SPEAR have large, 
nearly-4n magnetic detectors which should be ideal for these studies. 

(iii) Although the; single photon 

The amplitude for this process is ZE 

hadrons 
e e 

down by a2 compared to the single pho - FIG. 20--Formation of a meson 
ton channel, but at high energies it state in s-channel y-y collision. 

intermediate state dominates e+e- pro- 
cesses, there is considerable interest in 
studying the two photon exchange pro- 
cess. 

e e 

. . 
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begins to compete and becomes an attractive tool in its own right, since the 
cross section is enhanced by factors of m2(E/me). 
process shown in Fig, 20 has been calculateda 

The cross section for the 
and predicts reasonable event 

rates for SPEAR II, and especially PEP energies (see Fig. 17). The cross 
sections are shown for three meson mass regions in Table VII. 

-Tabl*VII Two-Photon Cross Sections 

Cross Section (10-33cm2) 

Mass (2x3 GeV) (2X15.Ge.V) 

(300-1000) 11 30 
(1000-2000) 1.7 6.9 
(2000-6000) 0.6 5.1 

For LZ’ - 1O32, expect yield of 
1000 < M < 2000 hadrons, to be 

-6,OOO/day at SPEAR II 

and ~25,OOO/day at PEP energies. 

These are basically experiments 
on y-y scattering and therefore allow 
study of mesons with C = +l. The 
two photon initial state couples to 
spin-parity multiplets O-,2*,2-+. 
(Since the two photons are almost 
real, they cannot couple to J = 1 
systems. ) Such experiments would 
allow further study of the confusing 
6, E, S* states in the L =I, O* 
multiplet, and clarify their relation- 
ship to the e’, the other s-wave K-7~ 
state under the f-meson. In addi- 
tion, these experiments should allow 
investigation of the diffractive en- 
hancement called the A3 (- the 
Regge recurrence of the pion), in a 
non-diffractive reaction. 0 

These experiments are very difficult in that the recoil electrons must be 
detected in addition to the final hadronic products. As so often is the case in 
storage ring experiments, this requires a close coupling between the design 
and operation of the storage ring and the experiment itself. Both DORIS and 
PEP have been designed with such experimental programs in mind. It should 
be an interesting and profitable area of experimental meson spectroscopy. 

Experience from SPEAR is not too encouragin 
scopy is concerned, as we heard from Chinowsky 38) 

as far as meson spec tro- 
- the exclusive cross 

sections fall very fast and there is little resonance structure seen. However, 
at present the mass resolution is not very good ( - 40 MeV), and the statistics 
are very poor. Many of you may remember the first results of high energy 
pp -,many n’s were thought to be completely phase-space-like. Only when 

;-much work had been done on these channels and very high statistics were 
/ finally achieved did it become clear that the final states were resonance domi- 
/ nated. The resonant signal had been swamped by the diluting effect of the 
! large number of combinations per event in the mass plots. I think for the mo- 
/ ment the data is too sparse and the promise too great not to continue to look 
j in e+e- annihilation for more information on meson resonances. -. 

I TOWERS OF MESONS 

In this section I would like to point out that the empirical evidence for the 
existence of towers of meson states is strengthening. 

, 
In Fig. 21, the Chew- 

Frautschi plot for the natural parity mesons is displayed, showing the p, f, 
g-meson leading trajectory, and below it I have circled several fairly estab- 
lished states - E , 6 , p’, and others somewhat more speculative - E I, the s- 
wave a-1~ effect under the f-meson;40 an fn effect around a mass of 1750 MeV 
seen in the 2+wave in the Ascoli analysis of (7r - 3n) scattering;lg a l- effect 
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FIG. 21--Chew-Frautschi plot for the 
natural parity mesons. 

near the f-meson coupling to 
UT, which has been suggested 
in an ADONE experiment re- 
ported at this meeting, 37 and 
the SLAC-LBL back-scattered 
laser beam experiment. 41 

Such a tower structure re- 
ceives tentative support from 
recent results on high mass 
T-T phase shifts from the 

-CERN-MUNICH grou 
cussed by Manner. lPt dis- One of 
their four possible solutions 
shows structure in the s-, and 
p-waves below the f-meson and 
in the s-, p- and d-waves be- 
low the g-meson (see Fig. 22). 

Similar regularities have 
been expected in various theo- 
ries. The Veneziano model 
predicts many daughters of al- ( 
ternating I-spin and parity, 
which were originally intro- 
duced to kill the non-observed 
backward peak in r-r scatter- 
ing’in the region of the p- and 

f-mesons. Table VIII shows the kind of structure which would be expected in 
this model, and marked as circles are the possible daughter candidates. An 
alternative view is offered in the quark model, where in addition to the L=O, 
1,2 --, supermultiplets discussed in Section III above, one expects radial 
excitations to appear. Evidence for radial excitations in the baryon system is 
growing with the reportin of the observation of the first and second radial 
excitations of the proton. 5 Such a possibility for the mesons is outlined in 
Mg. 23. It is not our purpose to decide which picture is correct, but to point 
out that an interesting structure of lower lying states is emerging from our 
meson studies. 

- Further support for these suggestions comes from studies of ~7r - %N and 
NN --c a7~. In Fig. 24, the results of an analysis by Hyams et a14Ton n-p--ppn 
are presented. They tried to fit the complicated structure i’ii-t! pp angular 
distributions by allowing a resonance plus background in each partial wave up 
to I = 6. The 7fresonancestf resulting from this fit are-shown on the Chew- 
Frautschi plot together with results from analysis of NN- 7~. The purpose 
is not to claim any specific spectroscopic states from these analyses, but to 
draw attention to the possible existence of structure below the leading trajec- 
tory and the formation of towers of states. 

One final comment on the influence of the angular momentum barrier on 
studies of low lying states such as those discussed above. Figure 25 shows a ’ 
Chew-Frautschi plot with the leading trajectory, and the curve J a k l R. 
Here J is the total angular momentum of the r-r state and is taken as being 
proportional to the product of the center of mass momentum of the pion times 
their spatial separation, R, which is known to be m 1 fermi for non-diffractive 
hadronic amplitudes. We are all familiar with the inhibition of high mass lead- 
ing particles coupIing to the *elastic channel due to the angular momentum 
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Table VIII Daughter structure in 
natural parity mesons. 

X=,1 JPG,I 

-n -- 
P 1 -5 W 1 20 

0 E o++,o 0 6 o+-,l 

A2 2+-, 1 

0 1 -- $0 

0 0 +- 91 

f 2”,o 

0 w7r 1 -5 

0 E’ o++,o 

g 3-+,1 w’ 3--,o 

0 2*,0 0 7rf 2+-,l 

0 P’ 1 -+,I 0 1 -- ,O 

0 o++,o 0 0 +- ,1 

theories, it is important to push the limit on the existence of exotics as far as 
possible. The new multiparticle spectrometers - MPS, OMEGA, LASS offer 
a major increase in sensitivity, making lo3 -lo4 event/p b experiments quite 
accessible. These experiments should be done. 

I I I I 

I 

barrier, but, conversely, low lying 
states with a given J and k will im- 
ply a value of R much smaller than 
1 fermi and should be suppressed 
due to their non-peripherality. Per- 
haps the small coupling of the p’ to 
an is a sign of such a suppression. 
Study of these low lying states will 
certainly be important in our full 
understanding of the properties in 
angular momentum space, of the non- 
diffractive 7rr elastic scattering am- 
plitude. At any rate, as we push for- 
ward with studies of these low lying 
states - and it seems interesting to 
do so - we are again forced to con- 
sider seriously, the inelastic chan- 
nels . 

EXOTICS 

Cohen43 has reviewed the status 
of experiments searching for exotic o 
mesons at this meeting. The sensi- 
tivity of current experiments is -5O- 
100 evex&s/pb. Since the existence 
of non qq meson states is such a 
stringent test of the quark model 

P K* & Q 
T--T--~---. 

~lrw; ; 
r-1 

I 
0. 

-n- K ‘I ‘I’ 
r--r-;7--+--~ 
L--:--L-J---: IE’ 
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. ,- 

FIG. 23--Radial excitations of L=O and L quark model supermultiplets. 
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FIG. 24--Chew-Frautschi plot showing possible low lying 
NN states . See text and Ref. (42) for details. 
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FIG. 25--Chew -Frautschi plot, showing the’ 
curve J a kg R, with R = 1 fermi. In addi- 
tion to angular momentum barrier suppres- 
sion of leading particles coupling to the 7r-7r 
channel, one should also expect this coupl- 

e HIGH ENERGY FOR 
DEMOCRACY 

Finally I would like to com- 
ment on the possible use of very 
high energy beams to study 
meson spectroscopy. In all the 
reactions we have discussed so 
far, mesons are produced in t- 
channel exchange processes and 
so the ones we see are those 
that couple to healthy exchange 
amplitudes. This leads to the 
strong hierarchy we know in the 
meson world. 

Perhaps, large PT colli- 
sions are a way of producing 
mesons more democratically. 

Let me make two observa- 
tions on this: (a) we know that 
the cross section for exclusive 
processes becomes roughly 
equal at large momentum trans- 
fer. In Fig. 26, the differen- 1 ing of the low lying states to be suppressed 

~ due to their “non-peripherality. ‘I 1 tial cross section for several 
I ’ ~____ ___-... -.------ -.--... - -. - ..-. - .- .~ - ~- ------- - --- [ exclusive reactions involving 

pomeron, n,K,K* and A2 ex- 

momenta of 4.0 and 5.0 GeV/c.44 
, change, are shown for beam 

This is an indication of a rather demo- 
cratic production mechanism dominating the large t region. (b) Let us sup- 
pose that the constituent interchange mode145 is a good guide to what is going 
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FIG. 26--The differential cross section for 
several exclusive channels at (a) 40 GeV/c, - 
@) i 5.0 GeV/c , showing the near equality of 
all the reactions at large t. > 
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FIG. 27--Schematic diagrams for reso- 
nance.formation in (a) peripheral colli- 
sions, (b) large PT collisions. 

on. at large PT. Then meson production may be’ thought to proceed as in Fig. 
27. For small momentum transfers the exchange is dominated by some Regge- 
like mechanism, while for large PT the reaction proceeds with the interchange 
of some fundamental constituent - say, the quarks. The meson final state 
“C?’ is produced when the quark and anti-quark come together to form mesonic 
matter. This qc state may now project itself onto all the available meson 
states, and these states will have an equal probability of being formed, up to a 
statistical factor (2 L + l), where L is the qq relative angular momentum. We 
then have a situation where we may produce all mesons - p’s and 6’s, A2*s 
and D’s - with equal probability - an interesting and intriguing possibility. 

Such experiments should become possible in the near future at NAL. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The following points serve to summarize this talk: 
0 It is important to have data on the meson states and their couplings to 

test the models of constituent interactions and resonance classifica- 
tion; . 

0. from baryons we have learned that this requires systematic high 
statistics work on amplitude analysis for elastic and inelastic reac- 
tions; 0 

0 new tools are becoming available to help in these tasks 
high data rate spectrometers with good multiparticle acceptance, 
highly tuned partial wave analysis programs, 
new capability with photon beams, 
e+e’ facilities with high luminosity and 47r magnetic detectors, 

o maybe high energy and large PT will provide a new view of the meson 
world. 
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